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Did you know? 
Research shows people spend 20% of their work day searching and managing information 
 
Problem 
Do you waste time and feel frustrated searching for that critical email, message or attachment? 
Are you overwhelmed collecting information from multiple apps (email, text, etc) for your business? 
Are you forced to send private information on non-restrictive emails and texts? 
How can your mobile and multiple apps help you become more productive? 
 
Solution 
SocioRAC – a disruptive Integrated Curated Information Management (ICIM) platform adds 
minutes to your day and makes you powerful, productive and profitable. SocioRAC makes you 
powerful, your day productive and your work profitable. 
 
Benefits 
Add 30 minutes to your day every day 
Save all kinds of information from any source instantly with a click 
Share information while maintaining enhanced security and restrict its usage 
Classify all information in a relational (interconnected) structure  
Access critical information securely across multiple devices on demand when you really need it 
 
What is SocioRAC? 
SocioRAC is a patent pending ICIM platform that allows you to instantly transfer information to one 
integrated platform. Whether it is those 5 critical emails, 3 important messages (text, whatsapp or 
slack), 2 relevant news articles, 2 critical posts on LinkedIn or 1 important website (URL) browsed on 
a given day - all of these can be saved using just a click. 
SocioRAC works with all the software/ mobile apps you use today so you don’t need to save the 
information in multiple silos (places). Simply Select, Copy and Save to get it on SocioRAC. Important 
information received on multiple channels and platforms can be saved on this simple, secure and 
structured platform at a click with instant retrieval. 
SocioRAC is disrupting the way information is managed. First – you don’t need to create a file to save 
information. We eliminate data silos and files of all types, text notes, chats, events, reminders, links, 
etc can all be saved on the same platform. Second – we allow you to inter-connect this information 
on multiple parameters (folders, sources and tags). This makes your information 10x more powerful 
Pand you more productive. 
 
SocioRAC (Enterprise version) in addition to the above, you also gain: 

- Instant intranet for stakeholders to share critical information with flexibility 
- The option to host the data on your Enterprise servers with enhanced security on multiple 

devices 
- Access control to ensure your critical information is not shared with outsiders 
- GDPR compliance ensures better privacy and peace of mind 

 
Why SocioRAC? 

- Provides a mobile first environment to manage data 
- A single view to eliminate data overload from multiple sources (silos)  
- We need a more efficient and secure way to manage interconnected data on any device 
- Enhances productivity by simplifying access to your critical information in real time 

 
Try SocioRAC now and see how it adds minutes to your day every day!!! 


